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Symmetry constraints on many-body localization
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We derive general constraints on the existence of many-body localized (MBL) phases in the
presence of global symmetries, and show that MBL is not possible with symmetry groups that
protect multiplets (e.g. all non-Abelian symmetry groups). Based on simple representation theoretic
considerations, we derive general Mermin-Wagner-type principles governing the possible alternative
fates of non-equilibrium dynamics in isolated, strongly disordered quantum systems. Our results
rule out the existence of MBL symmetry protected topological phases with non-Abelian symmetry
groups, as well as time-reversal symmetry protected electronic topological insulators, and in fact
all fermion topological insulators and superconductors in the 10-fold way classification. Moreover,
extending our arguments to systems with intrinsic topological order, we rule out MBL phases with
non-Abelian anyons as well as certain classes of symmetry enriched topological orders.
The concept of symmetry plays a crucial role in our
understanding of phases of matter. The interplay of
symmetry and dimensionality leads to very general con-
straints on possible types of symmetry breaking phases
and phase transitions, such as the Peierls or Mermin-
Wagner theorems. Going beyond Landau’s theory of
phases and phases transitions in terms of spontaneous
symmetry breaking, it was recently understood that sym-
metries can protect topological distinctions among short-
range entangled phases of matter – leading to the con-
cept of symmetry protected topological (SPT) phases1–6
exemplified by the celebrated electronic topological insu-
lators (TI)7–12 – and that symmetry can also enrich the
possibilities of quantum phases with long-range entangle-
ment and intrinsic topological order13–17.
Whereas traditionally, the existence of phases and
phase transitions is considered within the framework of
equilibrium statistical mechanics, a sharp notion of quan-
tum phases can be extended to a certain class of far-from-
equilibrium quantum systems that fail to self-thermalize
in isolation. Highly excited eigenstates in such many-
body localized (MBL) systems18–22 have properties akin to
quantum groundstates23, leading to the prospect of quan-
tum coherent phenomena and universal dynamics24–30,
and symmetry-breaking, topological or SPT quantum or-
ders at high energy density23,28,31–35.
Given the fundamental role of symmetry in our under-
standing of equilibrium phases of matter, it is natural to
expect very general symmetry principles to play a crucial
role in MBL systems. While certain examples of sym-
metry based constraints on localization have been iden-
tified36–38, a full and systematic understanding remains
to be obtained. In this paper, we argue that the local
conserved quantities that define MBL systems transform
independently under the global symmetry, leading to an
extensive number of local degeneracies in the presence
of non-Abelian symmetries. This local action leads to
very general constraints that dictate the fate of the ex-
cited state dynamics of strongly disordered systems on
symmetry grounds alone. Namely, we show that sym-
metry preserving MBL phases are not possible with non-
Abelian symmetries, either discrete or continuous. This
eliminates out the possibility of SPT and symmetry en-
riched topological (SET) order protected by non-Abelian
symmetries, and for instance means that it is impossible
to localize spin- 1
2
electrons with time-reversal symme-
try, ruling out the realization of electronic TIs in MBL
settings. Moreover, based on the representation theory
of the symmetry group, we derive very general Mermin-
Wagner type principles governing the stability and pos-
sible fates of strongly disordered systems with symme-
try. For example, systems with continuous non-Abelian
symmetries inevitably thermalize even at strong disor-
der, whereas systems with discrete non-Abelian symme-
tries may yield non-ergodic phases that are either well lo-
calized but with spontaneous symmetry breaking or are
delocalized and quantum-critical. Our results also con-
straint the emergence of non-equilibrium quantum phases
with intrinsic topological order and anyonic excitations,
with the notion of anyonic fusion algebras replacing the
group representation theory. For example, we rule out
the possibility of MBL with non-Abelian anyonic excita-
tions.
I. MANY-BODY LOCALIZATION AND
GLOBAL SYMMETRIES
A. Many-body localization and local conserved
quantities
We begin by fixing a formal definition of MBL in
terms of a complete set of quasi-local conservation
laws26,27,39,40, which has been widely adopted, and from
which all of the known phenomenology of MBL systems
such as area-law entanglement23, absence of transport,
slow dephasing and entanglement growth24,25,41 directly
follow. Specifically, we define MBL in terms of the ex-
istence of a complete set of conserved quantities, {nα}
(α = 1 . . .N), each of which takes values from a set
{1, . . . , dα}, with the associated quasi-local conserved
2projectors called l-bits26,27
Πnαα =
dβ∑
nβ 6=α=1
|n1 . . . nα . . . nN 〉 〈n1 . . . nα . . . nN | , (1)
that are exponentially well-localized within a localization
length ξ of position rα and that commute with the Hamil-
tonian [Πnαα , H ] = 0. We further assume that the quasi-
local conserved quantities are related to local operators
(with finite support) by dressing them with a quasi-local
unitary transformation, which produces their exponential
tails. This structure is obtained in all known examples
of MBL, and in fact can be taken as the definition of the
l-bits being quasi-local.
Note that the number of conserved quantities N can
in general be different from the number of physical sites
L. We will restrict our attention the case where all of
the energy eigenstates (or quasi-energy eigenstates for
Floquet systems42,43) are MBL, and neglect the theoret-
ically more delicate case of a partially localized spectrum
with a many-body mobility edge44,45. In this case, the
many-body eigenstates can be uniquely labeled by prod-
uct states with definite values of the conserved quanti-
ties: H |{nα}〉 = E({nα})|{nα}〉, where E is a quasi-
local function of nα. In the following, we will investigate
whether MBL can be compatible with additional exact
degeneracies due to symmetry.
B. Local symmetry action
Having defined MBL we now derive some general con-
straints on many-body localization in the presence of
symmetry. To begin, we start by showing that symmetry
acts locally on the l-bits.
Consider a lattice of sites i containing quantum degrees
of freedom that transform under a (possibly reducible)
representation, V , of a symmetry group G – for exam-
ple a chain of spins- 1
2
(V), with spin-rotation symmetry
G = SU(2). The Hilbert space of this system decomposes
into a tensor product of on-site Hilbert spaces,H = V⊗L.
In order that different symmetry operations have non-
trivial action on the physical degrees of freedom, we will
demand that V is a faithful representation of the sym-
metry G, and that we cannot merely group degrees of
freedom into larger clumps that transform under a sim-
pler symmetry G′. The former condition implies that all
irreducible representations (irreps) of G are contained in
the tensor product V⊗n for sufficiently large n.
We define a symmetry preserving MBL phase as one
in which the local conserved quantities labelling is con-
sistent with the symmetry [Πnαα ,
∏
i gi] = 0, where gi ∈ V
is the representation of the symmetry generator g ∈ G
on the site i. This is equivalent to having each set
of conserved quantities {nα} label a multiplet of states
Vn1,n2,...,nN that form a representation of G. To con-
struct the local action of the symmetry, let us proceed
as follows. Let us assume that at least one of the eigen-
states labelled by a given set {n0α} is non-degenerate and
transforms trivially under the symmetry, so that the cor-
responding representation Vn0
1
,n0
2
,...,n0
N
= V0 is the trivial
representation (or singlet) with dimension 1. We then
create a local excitation by changing the label n0α to nα
for a given l-bit α: the resulting eigenstate(s) then trans-
form in a different representation Vnα ≡ Vn01,...,nα,...,n0N
which will generically be irreducible (otherwise, one
may add generic local perturbations to reduce it). Be-
cause the change n0α → nα is local, all the eigenstates∣∣n01, . . . , nα, . . . , n0N ; p
〉
with p = 1, . . . , dimVnα in this
representation and the singlet eigenstate
∣∣{n0α}
〉
should
differ only locally around rα. Let us now repeat the pro-
cess to excite a different l-bit, β, and let Vnαnβ be the
representation corresponding to the configuration where
we changed the labels n0α → nα and n0β → nβ on two
different locations α and β.
We now show that the symmetry action factorizes on
these two excitations. Since by their definition any quasi-
local set of l-bits can obtained by “dressing” strictly local
operators by a finite depth (quasilocal) unitary transfor-
mation, it suffices to consider the case of strictly local
l-bits (i.e. with support only on a finite number of sites).
For this case, it is clear that if rα and rβ are sufficiently
far apart so that the corresponding supports do not over-
lap, then the action of the symmetry factorizes on the two
l-bits α and β: Vnαnβ = Vnα ⊗ Vnβ . Repeating the ar-
gument for an extensive number of l-bits α1, α2, . . . , αp
with p ∼ O(N) ∼ O(L) sufficiently far apart so that their
support do not overlap, we find that the symmetry action
factorizes on the local l-bits Vnα1 ...nαp = Vnα1⊗· · ·⊗Vnαp .
C. Examples of local symmetry action
This local factorization of the symmetry on the l-bits
is particularly obvious for models of MBL paramagnets,
such as the Ising paramagnet in arbitrary dimension with
G = Z2
H = −
L∑
i=1
hiσ
x
i + . . . (2)
where the dots represent small (but arbitrary) symmetry-
preserving perturbations. The eigenstates of Eq. 2 are
related to product states of definite σxi = ±1 by a finite
depth (quasi-local) unitary transformation, U , such that
the local conserved quantities of this MBL systems are
the dressed projectors Πn=0,1αi = U
† 1±σ
x
i
2
U . In this case,
the local action of the symmetry is simply given by
gˆαi = U
†σxi U, (3)
with [gˆαi , H ] = 0, since gˆαi commutes with all the con-
served quantities Πnαj , readily verifying that the global
symmetry [
∏
i gi, H ] = 0 with gi = σ
x
i is promoted to a
local symmetry [gˆαi , H ] = 0 for the MBL system.
3This construction can be readily generalized to
the generic MBL paramagnet Hamiltonian Hpara =
−∑i
∑
n h
n
i P
n
i + . . . where the P
n
i ’s are projection oper-
ators onto the different irreps (“channels”) in the decom-
position V = ⊕nVn (
∑
n P
n
i = 1) of the on-site represen-
tation V of G, and the dots represent generic weak per-
turbations. As in the Ising example, the local conserved
quantities of this MBL system are the dressed projec-
tors Πnαi = U
†Pni U where U is a finite depth (quasilocal)
unitary transformation, and the local action of the sym-
metry is simply given by gˆαi = U
†giU , where gi in the
representation of the group element g on site i.
A less straightforward example are SPT phases, which
cannot be continuously connected to a trivial paramag-
net while preserving symmetry. However, the SPT eigen-
states are non-continuously deformable, via a finite-depth
unitary transformation USPT that preserves the symme-
try everywhere in the bulk, to a trivial paramagnet (see
e.g.46, and Appendix A for a specific example). We can
then utilize the construction for paramagnets to iden-
tify, the local action of symmetry as being generated by
gˆα,i = U
†U †SPTgiUSPTU , where U is the quasi-local uni-
tary that dresses the l-bits. These generators form an or-
dinary local representation of symmetry in the bulk, but
act non-trivially (e.g. projectively in 1D) at the edges of
the system.
II. MBL AND NON-ABELIAN SYMMETRY
The local factorization of the symmetry on the l-bits
has important consequences when G is non-Abelian, for
which some irreps are necessarily multidimensional. In-
tuitively, this signals an obstacle to localization, since
a generic MBL state will contain many of these multidi-
mensional excitations, each with local degrees of freedom
that cost no energy to excite, and can therefore freely
inter-resonate with each other leading to a breakdown of
localization. This rules out the existence of MBL param-
agnets with Potts (permutation group G = Sn) or non-
chiral clock (Dihedral group G = Dn = Zn⋊Z2) symme-
try for instance. We emphasize that while our argument
relied on the local integrability picture of MBL systems,
we expect the main idea to be fairly general so that it
would also rule out tentative MBL phases without an
l-bit description (see discussion below).
More formally, if we were to have an MBL system with
non-Abelian symmetry G, then the local conserved quan-
tities would transform as irreps of the symmetry group
G so that each l-bit, nα, labels an irrep Vnα of G. The
Hilbert space therefore has a symmetry preserving ten-
sor structure in the l-bit space H = ⊗αVα, where the
representation Vα is reducible and can be decomposed as
Vα = ⊕dαnα=1Vnα . Since the physical degrees of freedom
transform in a faithful representation V of the symme-
try, at least a finite density of the Vα’s should be faithful
representations of G as well. If G is non-Abelian, this
immediately implies that some irreps Vnα should have
dimension larger than 1 so that the quantum numbers
nα must be supplemented with an additional number
pα = 1, . . . , Dnα = dimVnα to label uniquely an eigen-
state. This finite density of local multidimensional irreps
leads to an exponential degeneracy of the eigenstates of
H since the energy cannot depend on the extra labels pα.
In other words, the global symmetry G is promoted to a
local symmetry
[gˆnα ,Π
nβ
β ] = [gˆnα , H ] = 0, (4)
because of the many-body localized structure of the
eigenstates, with gˆnα being the representation of g ∈ G
in Vnα , acting locally around position rα. This extended
local symmetry leads to local degeneracies if there are
multidimensional irreps, leading in turn to a massive
exponential-in-system-size degeneracy of all eigenstates.
Such degenerate eigenstates are inherently unstable, even
to infinitesimally small, perturbations. However, the
crucial point is that there is no local and symmetry-
preserving way to resolve this degeneracy. Hence, ei-
ther the symmetry or the localization must break down.
Which of these fates may occur depends on the group
structure, and below, we will identify some simple gov-
erning principles based on the number and dimensions of
the irreps of the symmetry group.
Note that whereas the above discussion assumed a full
factorization of the symmetry on the l-bits for simplicity
(so that the Hilbert space factorizes as H = ⊗αVα), the
existence of exponentially-degenerate eigenstates only re-
quires a partial factorization of the symmetry for a gen-
eral excitation involving an extensive number of l-bits
far-enough apart Vnα1 ...nαp = Vnα1 ⊗ · · · ⊗ Vnαp , which
we showed in Sec. I B.
III. GENERAL SYMMETRY PRINCIPLES
Above, we have shown that non-Abelian symmetries
are not consistent with MBL phases, and we now seek
some general insight into the possible fates of an isolated
non-equilibrium system with non-Abelian symmetries. If
disorder is too weak, we expect that the putative local
degenerate excitations will strongly overlap and inter-
resonate, driving the system into a thermalizing phase.
Hence, we will subsequently focus on the regime of strong
disorder, considering various classes of non-Abelian sym-
metry groups in turn.
When the non-Abelian group G has irreps of bounded
dimension, with either infinitely many irreps (as for the
group G = U(1) ⋊ Z2 where all irreps have dimension
≤ 2) or a finite number of them (as for any finite non-
Abelian symmetry), there are a few options to lift the
degeneracies at strong disorder. One possible outcome
is that the system forms an MBL state in which sym-
metry is spontaneously broken down to an Abelian sub-
group by choosing a particular set of the numbers pα.
This spontaneous symmetry breaking (SSB) scenario was
previously demonstrated for the particular example of
4G # irreps < ∞ # irreps = ∞
|V| = 1 MBL✓ Ex: Zn MBL✓ Ex: U(1)
1 < |V| < ∞
MBL✗ Ex: Zn ⋊ Z2 MBL✗ Ex: U(1) ⋊ Z2
→ MBL+SSB (or QCG?) → MBL+SSB
|V| = ∞ N/A
MBL✗ Ex: SU(2)
→ Thermalization only
TABLE I. Symmetry constraints on MBL: Possible phases of an isolated interacting system at strong disorder in terms
of the representation theory of its symmetry group G. The relevant parameters are the number of irreps and the dimension of
the largest irrep |V| = sup
k
{dimVk}. If G is Abelian (|V|=1), then a many-body localized phase is possible at strong disorder.
If on the other hand G is non-Abelian, a symmetry-preserving MBL phase is not allowed, giving rise to either thermalization,
MBL with the symmetry spontaneously broken (SSB) to an Abelian subgroup, or to non-trivial quantum critical glasses (QCG)
depending on the properties of the symmetry group (see text).
a random XXZ spin chain, equivalent to fermions with
particle-hole symmetric disorder with symmetry group
G = U(1)⋊Z2
37 using renormalization group techniques
and numerical simulations. Another possible option for
finite groups would be for the system to form a symmetry
preserving “quantum critical glass” (QCG) which is nei-
ther thermal nor exponentially localized, and that cannot
be described in terms of independent conserved quanti-
ties (examples of such phases have been uncovered in
analytically solvable random anyonic chains36). It would
be very interesting to find a concrete example of such
a QCG phase in a random spin chain with non-Abelian
symmetry. Note however that our argument also rules
out marginal or quantum critical MBL states32,39,47,48
where independent l-bits exist, just with algebraic rather
than exponential tails (as for the critical random trans-
verse field Ising chain for example32,47,49).
If the non-Abelian symmetry group G is continuous,
e.g. G = SU(2), then it will possess infinitely many
irreps with arbitrarily large dimension. E.g., for G =
SU(2), irreps are labelled by spin size S and have di-
mension 2S + 1 where S can be arbitrarily large. Then
following Ref. 36 in a large many-body system, one will
encounter excitations with arbitrarily large local degen-
eracy, D (large “spins”), whose quantum fluctuations are
suppressed as 1/D, leading to effectively classical dynam-
ics, and resulting in thermalization, even for arbitrarily
strong disorder50. Note that it is furthermore not possi-
ble to realize an MBL phase by spontaneously breaking
the continuous non-Abelian symmetry, as this would pro-
duce a delocalized Goldstone mode that would act as a
bath48,51–53, so that thermalization is the only possible
scenario.
The only scenario that permits stable MBL phases
with symmetry are Abelian groups, whose irreps all have
dimension 1, avoiding the pitfalls of the above examples.
These different scenarios are summarized in Tab. I.
IV. CONSEQUENCES FOR
NON-EQUILIBRIUM TOPOLOGICAL PHASES
A. Consequences for SPT order
The above-identified obstruction to MBL rules out
the possibility of localization stabilized SPT order (or
Floquet SPT order38,54–57) with non-Abelian symmetry
groups such as the Haldane chains with continuous SO(3)
symmetry58 – as these phases require both symmetry and
MBL to occur at high energy density. This further con-
strains the many-body localizability of SPT phases34,35.
We remark that these results apply also to anti-unitary
symmetries such as time reversal symmetry (TRS). The
notion of local action of TRS is in general somewhat
subtle, due to the nominally global action of complex
conjugation. However, for MBL states, which by def-
inition permit a tensor product state description, one
may readily construct a well-defined local action of time-
reversal16,59. A notable case, is that of spin-1/2 electrons
with time-reversal symmetry. In a putative TRS MBL
state of such particles, electronic excitations would ex-
hibit a local two-fold Kramers degeneracy, spoiling the
stability of the localized phase. In particular, this rules
out the possibility of 2D and 3D TRS electron topological
insulators12 in MBL systems.
In fact, this and related obstructions rule out the possi-
bility of physically realizing any fermionic topological in-
sulator in physically accessible dimensions (d ≤ 3) in the
10-fold way classification60,61, for the following reasons.
First, any of the topological superconducting classes re-
quire a pair condensate, which in ultra-cold atomic sys-
tems in which MBL may be realized62–65, implies the ex-
istence of a superfluid Goldstone mode which will lead to
thermalization48,51–53. Next, any non-superconducting
TI class has either Kramers doublet fermions (T 2 = −1),
a particle hole symmetry (leading to non-Abelian group
structure)37, or chiral edge states34,48 – any of which pre-
vent symmetry-preserving MBL. Whether any fermion
SPT outside the 10-fold way is suitable for MBL protec-
5tion can be examined on a case-by-case basis using the
above criteria.
B. Localization of Anyons
Symmetry can also lead to new topologically or-
dered phases and our results immediately imply that
such symmetry enriched topological (SET) phases with
non-Abelian symmetry cannot be many-body localized.
Moreover, our arguments also rule out MBL protec-
tion of classes of SET order in which the global sym-
metry group is Abelian, but where the local symmetry
action on fractionalized anyons is projective (requiring
multidimensional local degeneracy) and hence acts like
a non-Abelian symmetry17,66,67. Examples of this class
of phases include discrete gauge theories in which the
electric domain walls are decorated by one-dimensional
SPTs, such that the electric charge excitations trans-
form as the ends of 1D SPTs, and hence have symmetry
protected degeneracy that prevents symmetry preserving
MBL of generic excited states in which such excitations
are present at finite density at random locations.
Even without any additional global symmetry, our ar-
gument can be naturally generalized to topologically or-
dered systems in 2+1 dimensions with non-Abelian any-
onic excitations. If such systems could be many-body lo-
calized, the finite density of exponentially localized non-
Abelian anyons in generic eigenstates would lead to an
exponential degeneracy of eigenstates (the quantum di-
mension of the anyons playing the role of the dimension
of the irreps in our previous discussion). This forbids
area-law entangled MBL phases with non-Abelian topo-
logical order, and simply reflects the fact that the topo-
logical Hilbert space of non-Abelian anyons does not have
a local tensor product structure and that the notion of
topological charge cannot be made local. In general, we
expect interacting anyons to either thermalize or to form
more exotic non-ergodic states that cannot be described
in terms of independent l-bits, such as the QCG phase in
1D36.
C. Localizability of anyonic edge modes
The constraints on the localization of anyons dis-
cussed above also have consequences for one-dimensional
“trenches” of non-Abelian anyons ψ with quantum di-
mension dψ, such as the 1D chain of Majorana bound
states (dψ =
√
2) that emerges from gapping out the
edge of a 2D TI or fractional TI by proximity to alter-
nating ferromagnetic and superconducting regions68–75.
Focusing on the topological low-energy (in-gap) sector,
we can ask whether the 1D topological phase with any-
onic edge modes obtained by dimerizing the couplings can
be protected to finite energy density (within the topolog-
ical sector) using MBL. In the perfectly dimerized limit,
the eigenstates of such a system consist of two dangling
anyonic edge modes and of anyonic excitations result-
ing from the fusion ψ × ψ on the bulk dimerized bonds.
Our discussion implies that an MBL phase away from
the perfectly dimerized limit can exist if and only if the
anyons appearing when fusing ψ with itself all have di-
mension one, which can occur only if d2ψ = p is an inte-
ger — corresponding to the so-called parafermionic zero
modes73–77 that generalize Majorana fermions (p = 2).
Only such parafermionic edge modes can be protected
by MBL, which while interesting for topological quan-
tum computing applications78, are not enough to realize
a set of universal quantum gates. One-dimensional chains
of anyons79,80 whose braiding would provide a universal
gate set (such as Fibonacci anyons for example) cannot
be many-body localized even by strongly dimerizing the
couplings, and instead generically thermalize (at weak
disorder), or form a non-ergodic QCG phase (at strong
disorder) consistent with recent real-space renormaliza-
tion group results36.
V. DISCUSSION AND GENERALIZATIONS
In this paper, we showed that MBL is not possible with
symmetry groups that protect degeneracies (i.e. that
have multidimensional irreps). This “no-go theorem” re-
lies on a specific definition of MBL in terms of local in-
tegrability26,27, and the existence of a complete set of lo-
cal conserved quantities (“l-bits”) so that all eigenstates
are smoothly connected by a quasilocal unitary trans-
formation to a zero correlation length limit. This l-bit
picture has become central to our current understanding
of area-law entangled MBL phases, and underlies all of
the phenomenology of MBL systems (absence of trans-
port, logarithmic dephasing etc.). The existence of MBL
phases beyond the l-bit picture is controversial, and could
include systems with many-body mobility edges for in-
stance44,45. We emphasize here that our argument can be
naturally extended beyond the local integrability picture,
and would rule out tentative MBL phases that would es-
cape the l-bit description. The key point is that our argu-
ment relies only on the existence of local excitations over
a symmetric eigenstate (say, the groundstate) that trans-
form nicely under the symmetry. Even if the l-bit picture
breaks down, excitations of an MBL system should be lo-
cal, and we expect that they should naturally transform
under irreps of the symmetry group. A finite density of
such local excitations transforming according to irreps of
dimension larger than one would immediately lead to ex-
ponentially degenerate eigenstates, which are inherently
unstable. While this argument can be made essentially
rigorous within the l-bit picture, we expect the main idea
to be fairly general so that it would rule out MBL phases
without an l-bit description as well (if such phases do
exist).
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Appendix A: Finite-depth unitary mapping from
SPT to paramagnet – an example
In this section, we explicitly construct an example of
a finite depth unitary transformation that converts the
SPT to a trivial paramagnet. We consider a discrete
version of the Haldane spin chain with symmetry group
Z2×Z2. The chain contains spin-1/2 degrees of freedom,
and has two-sublattices (even and odd sites). The zero-
correlation length paramagnet reads:
HPM = −
2L∑
i=1
hiσ
x
i . (A1)
The symmetry generators are ge =
∏
i σ
x
2i, go =∏
i σ
x
2i+1, which flip the spins about the z-axis on the
even and odd sublattice respectively.
The SPT phase is described by zero-correlation length
Hamiltonian:
HSPT = −
2L−1∑
i=2
Jiσ
z
i−1σ
x
i σ
z
i+1. (A2)
SinceHSPT is a non-trivial SPT phase, then by definition,
we cannot continuously deform the eigenstates of HSPT
to those of the trivial paramagnet HPM. Namely, there
is no continuous family of symmetry-preserving unitary
operators U(λ) for λ ∈ [0, 1], where U(0) = 1 and U(λ =
1) = USPT, where USPT maps the SPT states to trivial
ones.
However, if we sacrifice the continuity, we can write
down the end result, U(λ = 1), as a finite-depth unitary
circuit, which is all that is required to establish the lo-
cal representation of symmetry. An explicit construction
that does the job is
USPT = e
−ipi/4
∑
i
σzi σ
z
i+1 , (A3)
which takes σxi 7→ σzi−1σxi σzi+1 everywhere in the bulk
of the chain (see eg. 81). The unitary operator USPT
is finite depth, and preserves the form of the symmetry
generators ge and go, except at the boundaries of the
system.
While we have constructed an explicit example of the
desired finite-depth unitary USPT for this particular sym-
metry class, similar constructions can be made for any
general SPT class46.
